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Writing for Results
A Step-by-Step Model for Writing Executive Documents
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Next, choose the medium or
media for your message.
Your frame of reference and
your message content will
affect what you choose, and
you have many options:

If you have chosen a written
medium, the last stage is to
prepare the message (still
keeping your frame of
reference firmly in mind).
Here, your tasks are to:

• written — e.g. memo,
brochure, slide deck,
briefing book, Web page,
poster

• organize the content and
write initial drafts

Start off by defining:
• your objective in
communicating
• the appropriate audience
for your message
• the authority required for
your message
• barriers and competition
that stand between you
and your objective

The second step is to
research and select the
content of your message.
Here, you will be making
decisions on:
• relevance to your frame of
reference
• abstract concepts vs.
concrete details
• substance vs. froth

• your time lines — a
deadline, a schedule and a
personal time budget

• fact vs. opinion vs.
argument

These elements will guide you
throughout the process.

• positive content vs.
negative content
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• oral — e.g. phone call,
meeting, informal chat,
video, media interview
• both oral and written —
e.g., a presentation using a
slide deck
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• select or design the format
and blend it with the text
• edit the style
• edit the grammar
• finalize the message
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